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side of this Bill which is in danger of being forgotten — the welfare
of the miners themselves'. These cads, he said, were not unwilling
that complete justice should be done to the royalty owner but they
also wanted justice to be rendered to the coal hewer — you know,
that little man down in the bowels of the earth who scratches and
drags the lumps of coal out of the earth and has never been to the
House of Lords.
Then another noble marquess rose and made a speech which, as
a powerful and reasoned defence of the rights of property, was the
most convincing thing I ever heard. It was unanswerable.
Nobody would deny, he said, that any man who owned land
was entitled to quarry gravel or sand from it cand there is no
reason why coal should be treated differently from gravel or sand'.
You dig a small hole in the ground, he said, and get something;
you dig a little farther and get something else; you dig still
farther and get something else again; 'how on earth can it be
suggested that those commodities should be treated in a different
way?'
How?  On earth?
If the noble marquess had a fault it was, in my opinion, that he
showed something of that reluctance boldly to claim the full
measure of his rights which unfortunately marks so many English-
men in our time. He did not go far enough. Australia belongs to
him — if he only digs far enough. But why only that which lies
below the earth, why not that which is above it? The moon, during
its passage across the acres which belong to Lord Coalmine, is his.
His argument is irrefutable. The land and all that is on or
under it belongs to you who own it. You try it, you who have a
semi-detached house and an eighth of an acre in Brixton; dig
down a mile and see what the local authorities say to you.
By the way, have you heard the one about the 'Access to Moun-
tains Bill5? Do you know that there is an 'Access to Mountains
Bill5? Men have been trying to make it law in one form or another
for 50 years, and always it has been shelved by some manoeuvre.
In England you have to pass a law to have 'Access to Mountains'.
Somewhere in England there are derelict areas, there is a Black
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